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Competing Proposals for
the Regeneration of the Jews, 1787-1789

Ronald Schechter
University of Heidelberg

On 27 September 1791 the Constituent Assembly decreed that Jewish men
who fulfilled the property requirements stipulated by the Constitution would
be considered active citizens with political rights equal to those of non-Jews
who had satisfied the same prerequisites.1 This piece of legislation, subse
quently known as the "emancipation decree," was the product of many heated
debates between deputies who believed that Jewishness was an obstacle to citi
zenship and those who believed the contrary. Yet the story was more compli
cated than this. The debates in the Assembly were the continuation of a
decades old discussion about the feasibility
to use the terminology

of the

of the "regeneration" of the Jews,

time. Regeneration roughly meant physical and

moral improvement, and implied that the Jews had declined, decayed or
degenerated over the centuries as a result of persecution. In addition to the
debates between advocates of regeneration and those who considered Jews
incapable of such a transformation, the reformers themselves presented
projects that varied widely on such questions as whether Jews had the right to
become citizens, whether civic or political equality sufficed to rid them of
their supposed vices, and whether the state should employ special discrimina
tory measures in order to force the desired change.
In this paper I will discuss proposals written between 1787 and 1789 by four
reformers — the comte de Mirabeau, a barrister from Nancy named Thiéry, a

Jew from Metz named Isaiah Berr Bing and the best known advocate ofJewish
regeneration, Abbe Henri Gregoire — in order to map out the range of posi
tions on regeneration. Next I will propose that these positions are emblematic
of differing philosophies of citizenship, each of which originated in the years
shortly before the Revolution and have an impact on French politics to this
day. Finally, I will argue that the legal status of the Jews was an especially popu
lar subject among political thinkers because it touched on the larger question,

which preoccupied pre-revolutionary reformers as well as the revolutionaries
themselves, of the possibility of moral improvement through political change.
In 1787, the comte de Mirabeau published an essay entitled, "On the Political
Reform of the Jews."2 In it he conceded that some Jews engaged in dishonest
business practices, including usury. Yet he argued that these flaws, in addition
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to being exaggerated by anti-Jewish agitators, were the result of historical cir
cumstances rather than the dictates of religion or any innate character traits.

Long deprived of the right to practice "useful professions," he argued, the Jews
had been forced into commerce. And Mirabeau, who had inherited anti-com
mercial ideas from his physiocratic father, disparaged trade not only as econom
ically sterile, but morally degrading as well. He idealized farming as an
occupation that preserved the "simple morals of the countryside." Merchants,
by contrast, were more prone to vice. Mirabeau wrote of a hypothetical mer
chant, "The habit of seeing everything from the point of view of gain must nat
"
urally tighten his feelings... his soul contracts, his sensitivity is deadened
Under these circumstances, he might well succumb to the temptation to cheat.
Jews were even more susceptible to this kind of moral decay because their
Christian neighbors, who kept them confined in squalid ghettos, crippled
them with special taxes, and in general held them in contempt simply for being
Jews, had removed both the means and the incentive for dealing honestly with
them. Mirabeau insisted that human nature was the same everywhere, and that

would act similarly.3 Con
in
the Jews' circumstances would lead to an improve
versely, an improvement
ment in their conduct. By recognizing the natural equality of Jews and
any people subjected

to the same circumstances

Gentiles in both nature and right, by removing discriminatory legislation and
permitting Jews to live, educate themselves and work as other citizens, the
French could pave the way, in Mirabeau's words, for the Jews' "moral and
physical regeneration." He wrote, "let them be placed and maintained in pos
session of all the rights of citizens, and soon this equitable constitution will
make them number among the most useful members of the State."4
Mirabeau stressed that his vision of Jewish virtue in the future was not
merely hypothetical, and noted that Jews had a good reputation in England and
the Netherlands, countries where they enjoyed relative freedom and esteem
from their Christian neighbors. These good Jews were the empirical evidence
for Mirabeau's larger claims about the possibility of regeneration.
Another piece of evidence was the German-Jewish philosopher Moses
Mendelssohn. Mirabeau began his pamphlet with a 56-page eulogy to Men
delssohn, who had died the previous year. He portrayed him not only as a pro
found thinker and champion of religious tolerance, but as an example of the
moral and intellectual potential of the Jews. He called on his readers to recog
nize Mendelssohn as a refutation of "the prejudice that excuses our iniquitous
abuse of social power against the Jews by representing them to us as incapable
of ever being either morally estimable or politically useful."5 Born into poverty
and faced

with material obstacles, limited rights and the unjust disrespect of

intellectual opponents, Mendelssohn enabled Mirabeau to form an a fortiori
argument. Namely, if a Jew could rise to greatness as a self-made man, without
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tiles could accomplish even more.

Mirabeau's theory about the causes
measures needed to reverse the process
leader from

of Jewish moral degeneration and the
was identical to the position of a Jewish

Metz named Isaiah Berr Bing, who had in the same year published

an open letter to the author

of an anonymous anti-Semitic libel,

called The Cry

of the Citizen against theJews of Metz.6 Rather than denying the charges that Jews
defrauded Christians and practiced usury against them, Bing argued that some
Jews were indeed dishonest, but that harsh circumstances, rather than the dic

of religion or

specifically "Jewish" character, had forced them to cheat
to survive, and that Christians placed in a similar position would do the same.
Like Mirabeau, Bing insisted that Jews were "men," subject to the same needs
and above all entitled to the same rights, and argued that full exercise of those
rights would result in their regeneration. He also pointed to the virtuous Jews
of England and Holland as proof that civic equality would lead to moral
tates

a

improvement, and cited Mendelssohn as evidence of both intellectual and
moral potential among the Jews.7
Yet other avowed advocates of Jewish regeneration deviated significantly
from the positions of Mirabeau and Bing. In 1785 the Royal Society of Sciences
and Arts of Metz had sponsored an essay contest on the question, "Are there
means of making the Jews more useful and happier in France?"8 One of the
three prize winning entries was written by a M. Thiéry, a barrister at the Parlement

of Nancy.9 This essay, revised and published in 1788,
claims as those of Mirabeau and Bing. Thiéry argued

made some

of the

Jews were
not innately corrupt, that their religion did not teach them to defraud Chris
same

that the

long history of persecution "explained" their moral failings.
of human rights and natural equality, which he used to
justify his proposed reform in the Jews' legal status.10 Yet elsewhere he
retreated from recommending full equality, and wrote that the Jews should not
be permitted to rise to "the first ranks of society." He asked rhetorically,
"...how could they govern us while professing principles and sentiments that
are foreign to us
?" And elsewhere, "Are we not obligated, above all, to pre
tians, and that

He

a

spoke the language

serve for Christianity the preeminence and the empire that belong to it?" He
wrote, "let us simply leave them the exercise of the precious rights that nature
accords to all men," but in the same sentence proposed barring the Jews from
positions in government, administration and the judiciary.11

Departing even further from his claims about equal rights, Thiéry proposed
forcing all Jews to take up a trade and requiring them to "justify their station
and their work" before opening any shop or business. He also hoped that pub
lic workshops would be opened, from which one could "form and survey" the
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Jews, and that rabbis would encourage them by pronouncing a solemn anath
ema against any Jew who refused to work.12
Thiery's proposal, however, appears mild when compared with that of a
competitor and fellow prize-winner in the Metz essay contest, Abbe Henri
Gregoire. Ironically, Gregoire became famous as the Jews' staunchest advo
cate, though he was in fact one of their most violent critics. His Essay on the
Physical, Moral and Political Regeneration of theJews bore only the most superficial
resemblance to other contemporary works on Jewish regeneration. In it Gre
goire shared the premise that Jewish vice was the product of circumstance and
that by changing those circumstances Christians could regenerate the Jews.
Yet he departed radically in his assessment of the extent to which the Jews had
He called them "parasites," "vipers" and "vulture[s]," and
degenerated.
described them as "cruel," "pitiless," and "fraudulent."13 Following the lead
of the physiognomist Johann Lavater, Gregoire "proved" the moral degener

of

Jews by pointing to tell-tale physical traits such

"pale faces,
hooked noses, deep-set eyes, protruding chins, and constricted and strongly
pronounced mouth muscles."14
Furthermore, unlike Mirabeau, Bing and Thiéry, who believed that
immoral Jews were immoral despite their religion, Gregoire faulted the religion
itself, which he saw as yet another symptom of degeneration. Though uncriti
cal of the Old Testament, Gregoire described the Talmud and subsequent rab
binical commentary as "this vast reservoir. . .in which the deliriums of the
acy

the

human mind
lakes

are accumulated."15

of gross credulity

as

He described the Jews as a "nation caught in
in an ocean of stupid opinions."16 This

and submerged

was more than Voltairean snobbery.

Gregoire saw contemporary Jewish beliefs
and practices not only as "unenlightened," but as a support system for immo
rality. He paired the evils of ignorance and vice when he denounced "a multi
tude of ridiculous ceremonies that can only suffocate true piety and shrink
genius."17 Similarly, he observed that the Karaites, the heretical Jewish sect that
denied the divinity of the Talmud, were both "the most sensible" and "the
most honest"

of the Jews.18

reported without denying a catalogue of anti-Semitic libels,
including charges that the Talmud authorized lying to and defrauding Chris
tians and taking false oaths in Christian courts.19 In some places he expressed
his hope for the conversion of Jews to Christianity.20 Elsewhere he appeared
satisfied with the prospect of their becoming Karaites or observers of "natural
Gregoire

religion," thus limiting their dogmas to the "useful" doctrines of the unity of
God, the immortality of the soul, and rewards and punishments after death.21
But nowhere did he believe that Jewish regeneration was possible without rad
ical reform in matters of religion.
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Another major difference between Gregoire and other advocates of Jewish
regeneration was his willingness to resort to discriminatory measures and coer
cion in the accomplishment of his goals. In his campaign against Jewish usury,
Gregoire called for a cancellation of all Christian debts to Jews and sought to
prevent Jews from acquiring mortgages on the property of Christians.22
Although he envisaged Jewish participation in government, administration and
the armed forces, and in this sense went further than Thiéry, Gregoire had a
long list of exceptions to vocational and professional equality. He proposed to
forbid Jews from serving as tax collectors, treasurers, customs officials, bursars,
and other occupations that provided easy opportunities for corruption, because,
in his words, "one must never lose sight of the character of the people that one
proposes

to rectify."23

Jews would also be forbidden to keep inns, since they

might well serve spoiled food and thereby endanger the health of their guests.24
Gregoire had self-contradictory ideas about Jewish freedom of movement.
On the one hand he wanted to disperse the Jews throughout the country in
order to rid them of their supposed vices. He wrote, "[i]t is essential to isolate
them, to break, to the extent that it is possible, all communication between
them."25 On the other hand he was fearful that Jews would harm the towns
and villages to which they were admitted, and therefore proposed severe
restrictions on Jewish residence. He recommended that municipalities fix the
number of Jews allowed, and that they only admit Jews who could prove that
they were artisans, artists, farmers, or, curiously, landlords.26
In addition to the constraints he placed on Jewish places of residence and
occupations, Gregoire had a highly coercive plan for the Jews' re-education.
Rather than simply opening French schools to Jewish pupils, he proposed, in
his words, to "force their children to attend our schools and submit them annu

In addition to indoctrinating Jew
ish children in school, he advocated abolishing the office of rabbi and placing in
charge of the synagogues instructors specially trained in French schools and
chosen in national competitions.28 Gregoire did not stop here, and proposed
that Jews be required to listen to "religious instruction" from Christian preach
ally to exercises and public examinations."27

His zeal to force the Jews to become virtuous was such that he even pro
posed that they be restricted "in some places" to living in houses that they had
ers.29

built themselves and wearing clothes that they had made themselves.30
Two factors account for this extreme willingness to resort to coercive mea
sures. First, Gregoire believed that the Jews of his day were so corrupt that mere

would not suffice to reverse the historical process of degeneration.
He admitted that "the legislator. . .cannot. . .bring about the general good with

legal equality

out victimizing some individuals," but in a telling analogy noted that the
authorities would be justified in quarantining a traveler for forty days on the
mere suspicion that he carried the plague.31 Second, whereas Mirabeau, Bing
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Thiery based their arguments on notions of natural human rights,
Gregoire did not think in terms of rights. His argument in favor of legal reform
for the Jews was essentially utilitarian, the main point being that Jews in their
current degenerate state were a severe threat to France. He wrote vaguely about
giving the Jews a "fatherland" and making them "citizens," but for Gregoire
this was more a matter of demanding civic morality than recognizing rights.32
Indeed, he was impatient with the concept, and wrote defensively that forcing
the Jews to listen to Christian sermons was "not violating the rights of human
ity."33 What those rights were he did not make clear, and he otherwise avoided
mention of rights except when referring to specific historical privileges.
What can we conclude from this brief overview of the literature on Jewish
regeneration? First, the range of opinions is strikingly broad. At their most lib
eral, advocates of legal reform for the Jews were highly optimistic about the
morally regenerating character of citizenship, which they understood as unre
and even

civic and political equality guaranteed by the natural rights of man.
When the question ofJewish rights came up in the Constituent Assembly, this
was the position that triumphed, and Gregoire himself refrained from propos
ing any restrictions on the civic and political equality of the Jews. Near the
other end of the spectrum was Gregoire's initial position, which showed a pro
found pessimism about the salutary effects of legal equality and, lacking a con
cept of human rights, allowed for coercive and discriminatory measures as aids
toward moral improvement. This position was not defunct in 1791. It was
resuscitated by Napoleon, who in 1808 issued discriminatory legislation can
celing Christian debts to Jewish money lenders and prohibiting Jews from hir
stricted

ing replacements when drafted into the armed forces.34 There was an even
more extreme view on Jewish regeneration, which I have not had the time to
cover in this paper, but which constituted a significant force in the debates on
the Jewish question. This position consisted in a stubborn refusal to reform the
legal status of the Jews, who were represented as hopelessly corrupt and there
fore incapable of regeneration. The most that advocates of this view ever con
ceded was that

if someday

the

Jews proved themselves worthy of citizenship,

they could be naturalized and granted legal equality.35
Second, the stances taken on Jewish regeneration

indicative of distinct
philosophies of citizenship. The position of those who wished to grant the
Jews complete equality reflected a liberal belief that citizenship corresponded
primarily to a set of rights, the exercise of which would make people virtuous.
This belief is reflected in the Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen,
the liberal positions of the Constituent Assembly, and France's naturalization
laws,

are

which express confidence in the power of citizenship to encourage

unselfish behavior regardless

of the citizens' ethnic or religious origins.
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fundamental mistrust in the morally regener
ative qualities of citizenship, which had to be helped along by surveillance, a
rigidly didactic civic education and other coercive measures. This was not far
from the ideology of the Terror, which Gregoire significantly supported, as
Gregoire's position reflected

well

as

the "state

a

of emergency" authoritarianism of Napoleon

and his ideo

logical progeny.

The position of the staunchest opponents of Jewish equality reflected

reward for good behavior rather than a set of
rights, as well as a profound pessimism about the ability of any outsiders to rise
to the level of the elect. This attitude has also had a long post-revolutionary
history, and can be seen in all racial or "cultural" definitions of Frenchness,
smug sense

of citizenship

a

as a

from Edouard Drumont through Vichy and to the Front National, one of
whose slogans is revealingly "etrefrançais, cela se merite."36
Finally, the literature on Jewish regeneration, when seen in the context of
larger French discussions about citizenship and morality, suggests an answer to
the question of why the French were so interested in the Jews in the first
place.37 There were only 40,000 Jews in France in 1789, about one fifth of one
percent of the population, and they were for the most part poor and powerless.
Yet in addition to the pamphlets discussed in this paper, deputies took the
question of the Jews to the Assembly floor at no less than 30 sessions between
September 1791, to say nothing of discussions in municipali
ties, sections and Jacobin clubs and widespread coverage of the issue in news

August

1789 and

This almost obsessive concern with a tiny minority during a time of
tremendous upheaval only makes sense if one considers that thinking about the
Jews helped French political and social commentators to think about questions
of citizenship and its relationship to moral improvement.39 Since there was a
general agreement that the Jews were morally deficient, and since for many
they were practically synonymous with vice, the Jews were fertile ground for
papers.38

thought experiments about the possibility of moral improvement through legal
or political change. This dream of changing the very character of human
beings, as Mona Ozouf has shown in her book L'homme regerere, was central to
the Revolution.40 Seen in this context it is not a coincidence that the same rev

olutionaries who hoped for nothing less than the regeneration of the French
nation so often found themselves writing or talking about the marginal issue of
the legal status

of the Jews.
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that followed the debates closely were the Moniteur, Courrier de Versailles,

duced in volumes
the journals

Mercure de France, Gazette de Paris, Courier français, Annales patriotiques, Courrier de Provence,

Point du Jour, and Revolutions de Paris. Even Jean-Paul Marat, who found the discussion
on Jewish rights a waste of time, reported it nonetheless in L'ami du peuple, no. 76, 24
December 1789, 5-8, and no. 77, 25 December 1789, 2-3, 6-7.
Gary Kates has noted that the debates in the Constituent Assembly were primarily
about whether Jews would be eligible for the political rights of active citizens, and has
pointed to the apparent strangeness of a busy Assembly occupying itself with the
39.
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political rights of Jews. He

of the Jews
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perceptively that the Jews were primarily "sym
that the Jews provided revolu
tionaries with a vehicle for talking about the extent to which the Constitution should
be democratic, is problematic. Kates writes that revolutionaries "used the issue to test
bols

observes

of something else." Yet his more specific claim,

what was then perhaps the most fundamental political question: Would the promises
inherent in the Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen translate into equal
political power for all Frenchmen, regardless of status, or would those leading the
Revolution stop short of democracy by limiting the political power of certain kinds of
people?" "Jews into Frenchmen: Nationality and Representation in Revolutionary
France," in The French Revolution and the Birth of Modernity, ed. Ferenc Feher (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1990), 109. This is an elegant hypothesis, and might
help to explain the pro-Jewish activity of Robespierre, Brissot and Gregoire. Yet it is
contradicted by the fact that most of the deputies who supported Jewish citizenship
had serious reservations about democracy, namely Clermont-Tonnerre, Le Chapelier,
Barnave, Duport, Lameth, Dupont de Nemours, Talleyrand, Mirabeau and Charles
Bouche. Meanwhile, the anti-Jewish deputies Rewbell and Hell were decidedly on
the left. Moreover, since the deputies had already agreed on property restrictions for
all active citizens, the "emancipation"
a democratic move.
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1989), esp. 116-157.

L'homme

of propertied Jews could not

have been seen as

regenere: essais sur la Revolution française (Paris:

Gallimard,

